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HERITAGE CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION AT THE
HAMILTON SPRING HOME & GARDEN SHOW
Home Renos Meet Heritage Restoration
The Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum, Ontario, Canada – April 6th – 8th, 2018 – ARA Ltd. is at the
Hamilton Spring Home & Garden Show presented by RE/MAX Escarpment Realty. At booth #715, visitors
can find heritage-restoration experts to help restore windows, doors, porches, and much more!
Owning a heritage building is enormously rewarding but comes with its own unique responsibilities.
Certain elements of a heritage building tend to suffer in their fight against time. ARA’s heritagerestoration specialists will revive the charm and beauty of these elements with unmatched historical
accuracy. Learn about the ways restored features can be as energy-efficient or more than those
constructed of modern building materials. Visitors can book a consultation with our expert heritagerestoration staff to get their restoration project started.
Extend the life of your heritage building with unmatched historical accuracy. To learn more about
heritage conservation and restoration services provided by ARA Ltd., visit http://archresearch.com/hrc.htm. Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and LinkedIn for updates leading up
to the event.
Visit booth #715 at The Hamilton Spring Home & Garden Show from April 6th-8th for heritage-restoration
solutions from our Heritage Conservation and Restoration team.
About Company:
Founded in 1972, ARA is Ontario’s oldest heritage consulting firm. Our Heritage Conservation and
Restoration Team understands the delicate balance required to refit your historical building in an era of
increasing energy costs and concern for the environment, while preserving and enhancing its essential
character. Let ARA’s heritage conservation and restoration specialists provide the best solutions that fit
your needs while respecting the historic fabric of your building. Our heritage-restoration team would be
proud to make a lasting contribution to the charm of your heritage building.
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